WOODMAN Frequently Asked Questions
EMB Software Pty Ltd is the developer and Australian distributor of the “Woodman” software product
suite. Other divisons of EMBGroup offer a full backup and support service, including software development,
training, consultancy and data preparation. We are constantly updating, improving and adding to our software
portfolio. We are currently represented in Australia, New Zealand and The United Kingdom.
Woodman, our woodworking industry Management Information System, has been developed specifically for the
woodworking industry and is supplied to Joinery Manufacturers, Shop Fitters, Contract Furniture Producers,
Kitchen Unit Manufacturers, Pallet & Case Makers and General Woodwork Manufacturers.
Will Woodman save me
money?

Yes

Woodman gets it right first time, every time. There are no more costly
take-off errors.
Cutting lists are accurate.
Glass sizes are accurate.
The product configurator prevents you from specifying “un-makeable”
products.

Will Woodman make my
business more profitable?

Yes

Woodman shows you instantly what are your best, most profitable
items. You do not need to wait for your year end accounts.

Will Woodman save me time?

Yes

Regular items can be re-used and re-quoted for different
specifications, time and time again.
Frequently used configurations can be saved and recalled for rapid
data entry.

Can we build our own product
designs?

Yes

Woodman comes with a number of pre-built product libraries (such as
bi-fold doors), but users are encouraged to develop their own designs
to suit their own products.
•
Product designs are parametric. i.e. a single product design will
•

generate a unique parts list for any size variation.
You can build conditional rules into a product design. e.g. if a door is
over 900mm wide then add an extra hinge.

Can I get a cutting list broken
down by type?

Yes

Cutting lists for timber and panel materials are grouped by material
type and size for ease of manufacture.

Can I get a parts list for each
product for assembly?

Yes

Woodman will produce an assembly schedule for every product to be
manufactured, detailing every part and fitting.

Does Woodman handle
mortising, tenoning and
routering etc?

Yes

A secondary machining report details mortise positions, tenons,
routered slots etc. with diagrams and relevant dimensions. CNC
integration is now available.
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